School Board & Cabinet Visit at Lincoln Elementary

Thursday, May 12 • 11:00-1:00

11:00-11:15 (Tim) Overview & Agenda Review (front lobby)

11:15-11:45 Lunch (conference room)

11:50-12:05 (Grades k & 1)…two visitor groups:
   A • Kinder: Candy Smith (portable library)
   B • Grade 1: Lisa Pattison (portable HiCap)

12:10-12:25 (Specialists)… two visitor groups:
   A • Reading Specialist: Sharon Osborn (portable 111)
   B • ELL Specialist: Mary Doerr (portable 112)

12:30-12:45 (Grades 2 & 3)… two visitor groups:
   A • Grade 2: Christina Rodriguez (308)
   B • Grade 3: Teresa Heinz (portable 210)

12:50-1:00 (Grades 4 & 5)… two visitor groups:
   A • Grade 4: Todd Gaytley (616)
   B • Grade 5: Tina Nicpan-Brown (620)

POINTS OF INTEREST / DISCUSSION: